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1 Introduction

Researchers evaluate and contrast new network rout-

ing, admission control, congestion control and flow con-

trol algorithms through simulation. Analytically de-

rived arguments justifiably lack credibility because, in

the attempt to model the underlying physical system,

the analyst is forced to make compromising approxima-

tions. However, unlike analytical techniques like Jack-

son Queueing Networks, simulations require significant

computation and a simulation’s state can consume a

great deal of memory.

This paper describes a technique that we developed

to reduce the memory consumption of communication

network simulators. Reduced memory makes simula-

tions of larger and higher bandwidth-delay networks

possible, but introduces an adjustable degree of approx-

imation in the simulation. The higher the memory sav-

ings, the less accurate the computed measures. We call

our technique Flowsim. The paper motivates the need

to simulate computer networks rather than model them

analytically, motivates why a simulator’s state can grow

quickly, and explains why analytical techniques have

failed to model modern communication networks.

2 Representation

Packet network simulators, like all

ulators, are built around an event

discrete event sim-

list. When a node

forwards a packet along a link towards a neighboring

node, it actually inserts an event into the event list

with time set to the sum of the link’s propagation delay,
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Figure 1: Fields of a train descriptor.

the packet’s transmission time, and the current time.

It includes the transmission time because few packet

switches employ cut-through routing and hence cannot

switch a packet until its last bit arrives, The event

list invokes the destination node when simulated time

catches up with the event. The destination node re-

trieves the pointer to the packet header and delivers,

buffers, or forwards the packet.

Jain noted that subsequent packets on a local area

network tend to arrive from the same source and are

headed to the same destination [6]. He called such a

burst a packet train. He said that if the spacing be-

tween two packets exceeds some inter-tram gap, that

these packets helong to separate trains. In subsequent

years, several protocol stack implementations were op-

timized to exploit this phenomena [2, 5]. Other investi-

gators found that Jain’s observation held for wide-area

networks, although not as prominently as it does for

local area networks [4, 3], and researchers already antic-

ipate the declining occurrence of packet trains, at least

as described by Jain [7].

Motivated by packet trains, Flowsim represents closely

spaced packets with even fewer fields. Each link in

Flowsim places a conversation’s packets on a linked list

of packet trains called a flow descriptor. Each conversa-

tion traversing a link has its own flow descriptor. When

a node originates or forwards a packet onto a link, the

simulator appends it to the corresponding flow descrip-

tor
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Figure 2: Flowsim’s packet representation.

Each packet train is represented by a flow descrip-

tor. A flow descriptor appends a packet to the “clos-

est” packet train if the packet’s arrival time at the next

switch is within the inter-train gap of the train’s youngest

packet, tail.t ime. If the flow descriptor appends the

packet to the train, it increments the train’s packet .count

and extends its t ail_t ime according y. If it cannot ap-

pend the packet to the train, it creates a new train for

the packet and chains it appropriately. Other reasons

for creating a new train depend on the specific protocols

being simulated. For example, if packets carry sequence

numbers, then a packet with a non-sequential sequence

number starts a new train.

The upper half of Figure 2 illustrates a physical

link carrying packets from three conversations. The
lower half of the figure illustrates Flowsim’s internal

representation of the same. Line segments represent

packet trains; chained packet trains belong to the same

flow descriptor and hence conversation. Each train’s

packet -count is shown, as well as each train’s first and

last packet.

3 Summary

Flow descriptors and packet trains save memory because

they efficiently represent groups of packets. Packet trains

save CPU time because we modified the simulator to

process entire trains of packets in a single operation. In
simulations of the network in Figure 3, Flowsim con-

sumes ten times less CPU and memory than our pure

packet simulator. The full paper [1] describing Flowsim

is available from anonymous FTP:

Figure 3: An example topology.

jerico.usc.edu: pub/danzig/flowsim .ps.Z.
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